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Abstract. A motivational community visualization was designed to encourage users to participate more actively and to bring more contributions in an online community. The visualization is inspired by the theory of social comparison in social psychology. It evolved through two designs: a fixed and a customizable one for two different communities of students sharing papers – one of graduate students in a research lab and another one for students in an undergraduate class. The paper discusses the features of the two communities, each of the two visualization designs, their advantages and disadvantages.
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INTRODUCTION

The “cold-start” problem is well-known in most online communities, e.g. discussion forums, IRC systems, peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks, social networking or blogging systems. While some web-based online communities manage to attract users and grow enormously, others never reach the “critical mass” of active users needed to ensure enough new materials and attract users to revisit the community. Often applications for expertise or document sharing created to serve a specific role in a certain geographic or organizational context remain unused. It seems like a “chicken and egg” problem: a community is useful and interesting only if many people are participating and contributing; but to get users to contribute, a useful and interesting community has to exist first.

We propose to motivate users to participate by visualizing the community and the levels of participation of all community members, hoping that the social visibility will enact social norms, stimulating users to engage in responsible and reciprocal behaviour. By participation we mean activities which benefit the community and demonstrate involvement in the community, like contributing materials, rating and commenting materials contributed by others, logging into the system and reading materials contributed by others.
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The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we give an overview of some of the work on motivation from the area of social psychology as well as other approaches using visualization in online communities. Then we describe our first design of the motivational visualization and the lessons learned from its brief deployment. The next section presents the improved design of the visualization and the results of its evaluation. A discussion of the results and their implications follows. The paper ends with a conclusion and directions for future work.

RELATED RESEARCH

Asch’s (1951) conformity study proved that people generally want to “fit in groups”. The fitting behaviour at an interpersonal level happens, for example, when someone sees a friend doing or believing in something and starts believing or doing the same thing. Fitting, at a collective level happens, for example, when one sees trends in the behaviour of others, e.g. the style in dressing, and changes his/her own style of dressing to fit in, even if only for a particular occasion.

Researchers in social psychology have studied human motivation in real (geographically, socially or organizationally based) communities. Leon Festinger (1954) created the social comparison theory showing that people tend to compare their achievements and actions with people who they think are similar to them in some way. For example, when a student wants to know if she is good at math, typically, she compares herself with the other students taking the same math class, rather than with her professor. When there is no suitable peer group, people will compare themselves with almost anyone. On the other side, when one knows that others will compare with him/her, one acts more responsibly. People normally want to be positively recognized in their community and are willing to make an effort to gain social reputation, providing the effort is affordable and worthwhile compared with the potential benefit of the reputation.

Competition is a form of upward social comparison in which one compares and tries to “fit in” with the elite, top-performing sub-group (Garcia & Tor, 2005). It seems that social comparison and competition can motivate participation in users in online communities too. Shepard et al. (2003) showed that social comparison decreases social loafing and increases productivity in groups that are brainstorming and sharing ideas in e-collaboration. Inducing social comparison with graphical feedback tool and increasing the salience of that social comparison with facilitation techniques, the authors increased the productivity of electronic brainstorming groups by 63 percent. This shows that the designers of software infrastructures for online communities can exploit social comparison to influence user behaviour.

For social comparison to take place, however, users have to be made aware of the behaviour of other users as well as of their own behaviour. Visualization has been used in online communities to create awareness about the other users and the things happening in the community, but it has not been used to stimulate social comparison or competition so far.
For example, VIUM (Uther and Kay, 2003) is designed to stimulate user reflection on their learning and displays learning concepts as a graph of texts in different fonts, colours and brightness to represent how much the user knows about each concept. Social visualization approaches using different metaphors have been proposed to create “social translucency” and activate social norms in online communities. For example, the Babble System (Erickson and Kellogg, 2004) visualizes a chat room as a pie with moving dots representing users who are actively participating in the conversation (those, whose dots are close to the center) and users who are mostly listening (on the periphery). The Chat Circles (Viegas and Donath, 1999) uses circles filled with different colours and texts representing the conversations. The Task Proxy (Erickson et al., 2003) visualizes task groups in a company as differently-coloured cells in a honeycomb creating conditions for social comparison and embarrassment for those groups who are lagging behind. This embarrassment would create social pressure and motivation to perform on par with others.

Erickson proposed a number of guidelines for designing social visualizations for online communities (Erickson, 2003). He makes an important distinction between “translucence” and “transparency”, emphasizing that the information shown in the visualization does not necessarily have to be very detailed and exact. In most of the cases, it is better just to give the user a general idea, and even in some cases a certain level of misrepresentation may be beneficial. Also, customization should be avoided; all users should see the same thing so that they feel responsible for their actions, since they know that others see the same things as they and are aware of what they do.

General design guidelines have been developed in the visualization community, which use certain physiological properties of human vision and are aimed at reducing cognitive overload, increasing usability. The choice of metaphor is very important: an appropriate metaphor is intuitive to use and doesn’t require a complex legend for interpretation. Applying a hierarchical structure (Eick and Wills, 1993; Sprenger et al, 2000) and using composable layout and visual sets (Pattison et al, 2001) are helpful when designing information-compact visualizations of large networks. A proper use of location and colour contraction of visual components will successfully attract attention (Lamme, 2003). “Richly expressive information visualization is difficult to design and rarely found” (Humphrey, 2000), so it is always beneficial to make the visualization easily reusable in similar situations.

Comtella is an online community sharing resources (papers and links) developed in the Multi-Agent, Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing (MADMUC) Lab at the University of Saskatchewan. The first version of the system (Vassileva, 2002) was a peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing system, used to support sharing materials among university students. The first P2P version of the system was used to support graduate students and faculty in sharing research papers. It was deployed in the MADMUC lab and across the Computer Science Department at the University of Saskatchewan. A new version of the system was developed in the fall of 2004 and it was used in the spring of 2004 to support students in a 4th year undergraduate class to share class-related papers downloaded from the Web. This system has subsequently evolved in Web-based, server-centric applications, which were used in the offerings of the same class in 2005 and 2006. An overview of all versions of the Comella system, and a
A motivational community visualization was included from the very first Comtella implementation (Bretzke and Vassileva, 2003). The visualization itself also evolved through two versions, a fixed and customizable one. The community in both cases was closed and relatively small (under 40 users). The remainder of the paper presents the design of these two versions, case studies with these designs in the context of their respective communities and a discussion of the results and their implications for design of motivational visualizations for online communities.

In the rest of the paper, we describe two versions of the community visualization for Comtella. The visualization was designed according to the guidelines mentioned above with the goal of stimulating social comparison and competition and increasing the user participation and contribution of resources. Each version was deployed in a case study not so much with the goal of formal evaluation, but more with the goal of an open ended discovery of the effects, problems and issues that need to be considered. As seen from the brief review of previous social visualization systems above, this is a novel use of visualization in online communities addressing the problem of participation, a problem which is gaining importance with the advance of Web 2.0.

**FIXED VISUALIZATION FOR A P2P PAPER-SHARING COMMUNITY**

The first version of the visualization was designed for the decentralized (Gnutella-based) version of Comtella. The system was intended to serve a small community of graduate students and faculty members to share academic articles as files in PDF format. We describe first the functionality of the system and our hypothesis about the role of the community visualization in encouraging participation. Then we present the fixed design of the visualization and finally, the results of the case study.

**Functionality**

The goal of the system was to support the distribution and search of relevant papers within the group by keeping local copies of the articles. Usually, these copies were stored in some folder on the user’s personal computer and, depending on the personal file management habits of the user, could be hard to find again. Using a P2P file-sharing system with a built-in search function allowed users to search conveniently for copies of articles that they had saved on their own hard disks, and then for articles saved on the computers of their colleagues, thus allowing sharing of relevant articles without the need of sending them as e-mail attachments.

To enable search in Comtella, which did not have full-text search functionality, the user had to classify every new article s/he shared according to a pre-defined hierarchical list of categories (a sub-set of the ACM subject categories with 3 levels of depth). In addition, they could add keywords to allow narrowing down the search.

To remind users to share papers while they browse online, a small application in C++
was embedded in Internet Explorer, the main browser used in the lab, which, prompted her to share in Comtella whenever the user opened a PDF file and viewed it for more than 30 seconds.

Since the system was based on the Gnutella P2P protocol, which is fully decentralized, there was no central repository containing the shared files, but the servant residing on each user’s computer held a local repository containing both the files uploaded by the user (new files) and the copies of files downloaded by the user from others. To ensure availability of files that can be searched, it was essential that many users were online at any time and that they re-shared the files they had downloaded from others. Therefore, two types of participation were needed for ensuring a sustainable community:

- sharing files (new or downloaded from others), thus ensuring redundancy and availability of resources necessary for the P2P search to work, and
- contributing new files, thus increasing the diversity of resources.

To enable user awareness of their community and encourage social comparison we designed the social visualization to emphasize user participation of the two types listed above.

**Hypothesis and Visualization Design**

Our general hypothesis was that an appropriately designed visualization of the community will stimulate social comparison among the users and will result in increased user participation, measured by appropriate metrics.

The visualization shown in Fig. 1 used the metaphor of a mid-summer night sky, first proposed in (Bretzke and Vassileva, 2003). This metaphor was chosen because it is rich (allows naturally different colours and sizes of stars and different ways of clustering the stars), fits intuitively both with the popular expressions “being a star” and “cyber-space” and is aesthetically pleasing.

The visualization showed the two desirable types of participation – the number of original contributions and the total number of files shared by each user. The graphical language of the visualization used two dimensions - the size of a star (large, medium, small) and the colour or the star (red or yellow). The size of a star was determined by the user’s number of contributions (files shared in the Comtella community, both original and downloaded by others). Users who shared more than the average number of files per user in the community were represented by larger stars, those who shared around the average – by medium-sized stars, and those who shared less – by small stars.

The shade of the colour of a star was either in red or in yellow. Reddish stars represented “givers” – users who brought to the community more new files than the number of files they have downloaded from other users, while yellow stars represented “takers” – users who downloaded more files from other users than the number of new files they brought to the community. In this way people who enriched the shared resources pool with new files were recognized by having “warmer” stars. The “sun”, a big yellow star, represented the “best user” among those who were
online at the time of the viewing. The “best user” was the one that shared more than everyone else and has contributed more new things to the community, rather than downloading from others.

When the user clicked on any of the stars, a list of the files shared by the represented user was displayed in the left side of the window, along with the categories of these files (indicating in this way the interests of the user), the number of new files shared by the user and the number of files downloaded from others.

The visualization was a fixed webpage displaying all users who were online at the moment of viewing. It was generated by a specialized visualization node in the Comtella peer network, which received periodically information about the number of shared files from all servents that were on line at the time. In addition to the functionality of the original Gnutella servent, the Comtella servents were modified to keep track of the number of files downloaded / uploaded by each user and to report them periodically (every 30 seconds) to the visualization node. The visualization was generated using off-the-shelf graph-generation software from the data received in the last 10 minutes before the moment a request for visualization webpage was made by one of the servents. Thus the same view was shown to every user requesting the community visualization at approximately the same time. This design is in line with one of Erickson’s (2003) recommendations, stating that customization or adaptive views are undesirable since they prevent a shared social view that is conductive for social comparison.

Fig. 1. Motivational visualization - fixed version (user names and IP address are blacked out to preserve the privacy of the participants).
Case study

The system was advertised for use in the computer science department (about 90 graduate students and 25 faculty) in the fall of 2003. Sixteen users (11 students and 5 faculty) volunteered to use it and participate in the case study, representing several distinct areas of interest: networks, graphics, HCI, AI, software engineering, and distributed systems.

Approximately ten of the participants used Comtella for more than one month. Most of the users accessed the visualization webpage at least once in each session. About 200 unique papers were shared in the Comtella community, but mostly by one user. Another user shared about 20 articles and the rest – 2 to 5 articles.

There were two main usability problems with the system. First, the hierarchical list of categories (implemented as 3 nested menus) was too complicated and discouraged users from sharing papers (for comparison, it required nearly the same effort as selecting the right subject index category for a paper needed for an ACM publication). Since we had provided an option “Other” for categories that were not on the list, most users selected this category when sharing papers; very few users took the time to classify the papers appropriately. Since search was organized according to categories (the user has to select the category first to see a list of all articles shared under this category), usually searches for specific category yielded “No results”, which was discouraging.

The second problem was that at any given time there were very few users on line. The graduate students typically activated their Comtella servents only when they wanted to search for something, and switched them off afterwards. Therefore, there were no other peer-nodes available most of the time, and it was hard or impossible to search.

The data collected was so limited, that we could not confirm or disprove the hypothesis. However, as a formative study, it was successful. Through interviews with the active users, we obtained feedback about the visualization that revealed the following:

1. All users said that in principle the visualization a good idea, since it allows to see “who has what” and “who is contributing and who is free-riding”. Yet, there was no consensus on the question, if such visualization could have a strong motivational effect on their own participation.
2. The users typically had specialized interest in one or two categories, e.g. “distributed systems” but because of the lack of other users interested in their category, were forced to compare themselves with users with different interests, e.g. in “human computer interaction”, who they did not necessarily care about or want to compare with.
3. The visualization was misleading since it showed only the users who were online at the moment and the sizes of stars were calibrated accordingly. In this way the best user at the moment, even with relatively few contributions appeared as the Sun. This lead to inconsistency in time, since for example, a user who saw herself as large star one day, found that her star has shrunk the next time she logged in, even though she had made several contributions in the meantime, simply because a
more active contributor happened to be logged at this time. This inconsistency was
discouraging for some users.

4. Because of visualizing only the users who were on-line at the moment, often users
saw themselves as the only star on the night sky, which amplified a feeling of
isolation and lack of community, instead of creating a feeling of co-presence.

5. The visualization was not self-explanatory. While the size was considered by
everyone an intuitively clear indicator of the amount of contribution, it wasn’t clear
if it shows the number of original contributions, or total shared papers (original
papers and papers downloaded from others). It was not easy to see a difference in
the sizes of stars with close, but not identical numbers of contributions. The
meaning of the colour nuance (reddish or yellowish) of a star remained unclear to
most participants. The users felt that a legend was needed to explain the meaning
of each size and colour of a star.

6. The visualization did not provide ways to create customized views, which was
considered a weakness by the users. Perhaps due to the fact that the users were
computer scientists, they wanted to be in control and select the criteria for viewing
rather than having just one view.

7. The graphical location of each star on the screen was random and meaningless, but
the users were trying to attach meaning to it, e.g. the proximity of two stars
representing the degree of closeness in their interests.

In conclusion, even though there was no evidence that the fixed visualization
encouraged social comparison or participation in any way, the users generally liked
the idea and indicated in their feedback that an enhanced version of this visualization
would be useful in quickly discovering what their colleagues were working on, easily
finding out what the hot topics were, and raising the users’ awareness of the online
community.

Another lesson we learned from this experience was the principal impossibility of
sustaining such a small decentralized P2P community covering a wide spectrum of
interest categories. When there are only a few people interested in a given topic, the
redundancy of the resources across the network is very low. When very few users are
online at any given time (which, as mentioned before was the case in our study), the
likelihood that someone else sharing the same interest is online at a given moment is
low, and the chance that this user has brought a new paper of interest is even lower.

To allow focusing the study on the effect of the visualization it would have been
to start with a community which is functioning, i.e. participating already at a
certain level. The functionality of sharing academic papers among faculty and
graduate students in a department, though deemed useful, was not certain to generate
the level of participation required to evaluate the effect of visualization, especially
considering the factors listed above (different interests, schedules and work habits). It
would have been better, if the users had a common schedule, or were expected to
participate in accord, to avoid the problem of too large asynchronicity, leading to no
noticeable effects in the visualization and reducing its potential effect on social
comparison.

Therefore, we decided to change the target community to one with more cohesive
scope of interests, where some level of participation is generated in any case, to
compare the level of participation of the same group of users under two conditions – a test condition in which the users have access to the visualization and a control condition where the same users have no access to the visualization. These conditions could be ensured in a community of students taking a class, where participation is expected and rewarded with a certain percentage of the overall grade. An undergraduate class has a fixed and relatively small set of themes/topics, so sharing resources does not require laborious navigation through a complex subject category index. The students in the class have a common schedule of assignments, projects, exams etc., so they are likely to be active at approximately the same time. Yet, to use Comtella as support tool for a class, it had to be completely reliable, to ensure access to all shared resources at any time to all students. We modified the architecture of the system. We also re-designed the visualization taking into consideration the user feedback received from the case study with the first version, even though it was generated by a different community. We considered the feedback useful and general enough to be able to improve the visualization in this new community. The resulting, dynamic design is presented in the next section.

CUSTOMIZABLE VISUALIZATION FOR A CLASS-SUPPORT COMMUNITY

The new customizable visualization was applied in a new version of Comtella supporting a 4th year undergraduate class at the Department of Computer Science. We present first the functionality of the modified system; then we present the modified hypothesis regarding the visualization and the new visualization design, and finally, the results of the new case study.

Community and System Functionality

The new version of the Comtella system supported the students in a senior undergraduate class to share web resources – articles published in popular web-magazines, news networks and software – relevant to the weekly topics discussed in the class. “Ethics and Information Technology” is a 4th year undergraduate class required for students taking the B.Sc. Software Engineering Honours Degree at the Computer Science Department at the University of Saskatchewan. It involves discussion of various societal, ethical, and legal issues surrounding information technology. The list of topics includes privacy, freedom of speech, intellectual property, computer crime, wiretapping and encryption, workplace issues (including discrimination, harassment, whistle-blowing, outsourcing), general social issues (de-skilling, telework, e-commerce and the Wal-mart effect etc.), as well as professionalism, and ethical decision making. A number of the issues, cases and developments related to these topics are discussed actively in the popular media, and most of the technology-related laws (e.g. those related to patenting software, intellectual property, privacy, freedom of speech, outsourcing) are still in flux, so there is a need for students to read fresh stories from the media and use them as context and examples for discussing the issues in the class. In previous offerings of the class, as a part of their coursework the students had been required to create
personal web-pages dedicated to the class and to post on them each week links to two articles related to the weekly topic. This activity had been rewarded with 5% participation marks. However, typically the students posted all the links after the classes were over, just before the final exam, and it was not possible to discuss in class any of the stories or facts that were found.

Comtella offered itself as the natural tool to support the convenient and timely submission of links by students. We had to make two modifications to the system to allow for this. First, we had to ensure that all the shared resources were constantly available on the server, independently from whether the users had their clients running or not, to avoid the main problem encountered in the previous version. We solved this problem by artificially centralizing the resources shared by students. This was done by separating the user interface part of each servent from the back-end part of the servent (the component that keeps the shared files, forwards and responds to search queries), and placing all the back-ends on a central server, where they were constantly available. When the user “started” her client, in fact, she started just a user interface, which logged the user to the corresponding back-end on the server and allowed her to generate searches herself. Second, to save space on the server and prevent problems with copyright of shared materials, we disabled the functionality of uploading files. Instead, the users uploaded URLs or links to web-resources (bookmarks), thus creating one of the first handful of tools for social bookmarking, one of the first web 2.0 applications. Finally, we modified the subject category index menus, to reflect the topics of the class. Thus, we obtained a very simple menu with 10 topics corresponding roughly to the weeks in the class. To maintain a record of the participation of each user we used a database residing on the same server as the back-ends. The instructions for using the system, as well as the Comtella client can be found at http://bistrica.usask.ca/madmuc/Projects/Exp04Jan/comtella.html

In the new community, the desirable user actions were defined by us in this order:

- Bringing new resources in the community.
- Downloading new resources from others. While, due to the centralization of the resources, is was not needed anymore to have a big redundancy achieved though downloading and re-sharing, downloading from others was still required to read the papers shared by others (one of the pedagogical goals in using the system).
- Rating and commenting resources. These two actions correspond to the pedagogical goals of encouraging students to read the shared resources, and easing the navigation in the shared pool of resources.

Hypothesis and Customizable Visualization Design

When designing a system for real use the space of possible design decisions is huge. It is impossible to find a theoretical motivation or to evaluate in isolation every possible option. We used as guidance through the huge space of possibilities the feedback from the previous study, even though the community was different and the functionality was modified. The main idea and hypothesis remained the same – that a customizable visualization would stimulate social comparison among users and result
in increased participation, which would be measurable quantitatively through appropriate metrics and qualitatively through user a questionnaire.

We expected also that allowing users to customize the visualization by selecting which types of participation they wish to view would allow them to define a dimension of comparison and competition of their liking, and we would see more diversified participation.

The customizable visualization allowed the user to select a view of interest for him/her. The view was generated on the client upon request with the latest data about the community from the server database (to maintain this database, each Comtella servent reported regularly participation data to a central server). Although, this conflicted with Erickson’s (2003) guideline against customization, it was design decision made in response to the user feedback from the experiment on the previous first design of the visualization. Some users had only one or very few areas of interests, and some users only wanted to compare in one particular aspect such as sharing more files, giving more comments, or rating other users’ shared files, but in not all of these activities. Another reason for ignoring Erickson’s recommendation was that a customizable visualization would have allowed us to see if users engage in social comparison and competition in the type of activities they care about. Correlating the number of contributions in given type of participation with the number of accesses to the corresponding view in the visualization could provide a measure for finding out if the respective view in the visualization was able to stimulate social comparison with respect to this type of participation.

The same metaphor (night sky with stars) was used, but highly stylized – instead of stars, the visualization showed rows of nodes (circles) on a black background (see Fig. 2). The reason for this was that in the customizable design the user client had to draw every component of the visualization or user request, depending on the selected view. It was easier and faster to draw primitive geometry elements such as a circle and a dot. Generating in real time more complex images would have required more resources and would have taken longer time, which would have been a deterrent from using the visualization.

All users were shown regardless whether they were on-line or off-line at the moment. The goal was to alleviate the problem with the inconsistent size of stars encountered by the users of the first version and to create a stronger feeling of “co-presence” in the system. Each user was represented by a node which was either filled or empty. A filled node represented a user who was online at the moment and an empty node – an offline user.

In the new design, the users were provided with a simpler graphical language. Colour was not used. The new version of the visualization did not represent if the user had taken more from others, or given more to others, since from the user feedback in the first study this turned out to be a too subtle difference, too hard for users to comprehend, compare themselves with others and take action on. Instead of using colour and size, only the size of stars had a meaning, which depended on the viewing criterion selected by the user when customizing his/her view.
As in the first version, the number of contributions by each user was visualized by the size of the star, since it was found to be an intuitive way of showing the amount of contributions. However, the size represented different types of contributions depending on the viewing criterion chosen by the user.

Fig. 2. The dynamic design of the visualization (user names blacked out).

There were two viewing criteria: the topic in the class (selected by the user by choosing from the vertical menu on the left of the screen shown in Fig. 2) for which the contribution would be shown and the type of contribution that would be shown (by selecting the radio buttons along the upper horizontal part of the screen in Fig. 2). Allowing the users to compare their contributions with those of their peers selectively for different topics in the class was intended to avoid the problem that appeared in the fixed visualization by allowing users who have particular interest in a given topic to
compare themselves with similar users. Yet, the difference in the communities reduced the severity of the problem. While the members of the community of graduate students and faculty were affiliated in different research groups with different areas of interest, thus forming naturally sub-communities based on areas of interest, the class community did not have subgroups affiliated with particular topics. The users did not select the topics, but rather the selection of topics was external, for the entire group according to the weekly schedule defined by the instructor in the curriculum.

The other viewing criterion was what type of contribution for each topic/week to display: there was a view by number of original contributions (default), view by total shared links (both original and downloaded from others), view by login-frequency, and view by status (membership) which could be “bronze”, “silver” or “gold”, depending on a summative measure of the total participation of the user in the system presented in (Cheng & Vassileva, 2005).

Every user was able use the same set of selection criteria to view the community, so everyone had an equal opportunity to see each possible customized view, which is somewhat coherent with Erickson’s guidelines (2003). The customization allowed social comparison to take place in a variety of dimensions, depending on how the users wished to define their “peers”.

An important design decision was which view to be shown as the default view. Keeping in mind the requirement that we need to encourage bringing original (new) contributions more than sharing copies downloaded from others, we decided to use the “original contribution” view as default for the second viewing criterion. For the other criterion – topic of the class (area of interest) – there was an obvious choice for a default – the topic discussed in the current week. However, if the current week was to be set as default, it was necessary to change the default topic automatically in the user interface on a weekly basis, which was very hard to do on the client. It was much easier to get the user select the topic and then generate the corresponding view. Also it was not clear if the users of the class community will, similar to the community of graduate students in the department, want to compare themselves with others in specific areas of interest, because of the difference in the communities, as discussed above. Arguably, they could have found it more natural to compare in general, for all topics, since all students studied the same topics in the class. For all these reasons, we introduced a “General View” topic (see Fig. 3) as a default for the first viewing criterion, which showed all contributions made up to the moment of viewing. The default view was set so that when the user clicked on the visualization, she first saw the “General View”, showing the nodes with sizes reflecting and sorted by their original contributions for all the topics. The user could also select any of the topics from the menu, if they wanted to view the contributions for this topic.

To facilitate the making a distinction between the levels of contribution, the nodes were not randomly located. Instead they were laid out hierarchically at four levels in the descending order of sizes.

The users were able to double-click on a node to see the list of papers shared by this user (the left black part of the window in Fig. 2); a single click on any of these files
opened up a comment-window (see Fig. 4). When a user moved his/her mouse over a node in the visualization, a brief summary of the contributions made by the represented user appeared in the bottom bar of the window, on the right side, below the visualization.

The new version of the visualization was implemented as a graph-generating application written in Java and embedded in the Comtella client interface. The visualization was generated on the client upon request with the latest data received from the database on the server. In the next section we present the evaluation of the social visualization.

**Case Study with the Customizable Visualization**

The case study with the new version of Comtella with the customizable visualization involved 35 students, of which the data of 32 who signed the consent form for participation in the study was used. The class covered 10 topics in 13 weeks. The students could decide if they wanted to use Comtella or not. There was an alternative way of sharing and accessing materials for each week, through personal web-pages, as it was done traditionally in the class before. All students signed the consent form and agreed to have their data used for the study.

The same user group used the system in two conditions: control and test condition, in which, respectively, the group did not have access and had access to the community visualization. If our hypothesis held, we expected to see increase in participation measured by the number of original contributions, total shared files (contributions downloaded from others), comments and ratings under the test condition.

Ten class topics were covered during the time of the case study, where each topic was discussed for one week except the sixth topic, “Computer Crime and Security”, which was discussed for two weeks plus an extra week in-between (reading week); thus this topic ran over three weeks. The system in the control condition was used during the first 6 topics (8 weeks) and the system in test condition – during the remaining 4 topics (4 weeks). To implement this experimental setup, the students first downloaded a Comtella client with an interface that provided all the sharing and searching functionality, but did not have community visualization. After week 8, the subjects were asked to download a new Comtella client which included the visualization option in its interface. Quantitative data reflecting the user participation was collected for each user: numbers of original contributions, total contributions (original files and downloaded files from others), number of logins, and the number of accesses to each of the view provided by the visualization.

A qualitative study of the user experience was conducted in the end of the 13th week to throw light on the motivations of users, and to find out if the students felt that the visualization had encouraged them to compare themselves with others, and to what degree it motivated them to participate. The qualitative study was done through an online questionnaire which the students voluntarily filled after the end of the class. All students were invited to fill in a questionnaire and received a 3% bonus towards their total mark in the class as a reward for the effort. To prevent any influence on the
evaluations that the students would give, the students received the same benefit regardless if they participated in the experiment (signed the consent form) or if they used the system. The three students who didn’t sign the consent form exited the questionnaire immediately and no data was stored in the system about them apart from the fact that they have logged in to fill it, so that they could get the 3% bonus. The class instructor had no access to the students’ data about the experiment and did not know who used the system and who did not. The instructor also did not know who answered the questionnaire and who did not. The answers were anonymized immediately, as well as all the participation data from the database, to mitigate eventual influence on the answers.

**Quantitative Results.**

To evaluate the quantitative effect of the visualization on user participation we used four participation metrics: (1) the total number of shared articles for each topic, (2) the number of original (new) shared articles for each topic, (3) the number of comments given on the shared articles, and (4) the number of ratings given on the shared articles.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the total number of contributions made by all users for the 10 topics. One can see that the total number of contributions in the test condition (topics 7 to 10) is significantly higher than in the control condition (topics 1 to 6). In particular, the contributions for topic 7 are about 3 times higher than for each of the previous topics and the contributions for topic 8 are about 6 times higher. This means that introducing the visualization had a big initial impact on participation according to this metric.

![Distribution of the Total Contributions on Each Topic over Time](image)

**Fig. 5.** The total number of contributions (original and downloaded from others) made by all users in the group for each topic during the control condition (topics 1 to 6) and the test condition (topics 7 to 10).
Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the original contributions made by all users on each topic throughout the experiment. Topic 7 represents the contributions made in the first week under the control condition.

![Distribution of the Original Contributions on Each Topic over Time](image)

**Fig. 6.** The original contributions made by all subjects for each topic during the control condition (topics 1 to 6) and test condition (topics 7 to 10).

The marked increase in contributions (also in ratings and comments) in the second half of the term is obvious from Table 1. The row marked “before 7” in the table refers to all the participation data of different types obtained during the control condition (topics one to six), and “after 7” refers to all the participation data of different types obtained during the test condition, i.e. the data in all topics after and including topic 7.

**Table 1. Participation Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Contribution</th>
<th>Original Contribution</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>3526</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before 7</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>26.77%</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>40.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topic 7</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>21.13%</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>16.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after 7</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>77.22%</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>69.88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The z-ratio of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test based on each user’s average number of times of logon in first six weeks and in last four weeks was equal to 2.812, which proved that users logged on the system more frequently in the last four weeks than they did in the first six weeks with statistical significance beyond the 0.005 level.

The visualization access data showed that in most of the cases the users resorted to the default sorting criteria (“General view” and “Sorted by Original Contribution”). There were a total of 698 accesses to the visualization (the default view) by 27 users. Fourteen 14 users (44% of the users) continued to access the view “sort by total contribution” in 159 (25%) of the total 698 access cases. The same 14 users continued in 120 (17%) access-cases to view the community “by status”. No users ever chose to select the “sort by usage frequency” view, which indicates that it was irrelevant.
To study the effect of the visualization on the individuals who used it, we used as a metric the correlation between the number of accesses of the visualization by each user and the number of contributions they made in the test condition.

Since the default view showed the users contributions for the current week sorted by the number of original contributions, we expected to see the strongest correlation between the number of accesses to the default view and the number of original contributions of the users. Each point in Fig. 7 represents a user, where the x-coordinate of the point shows the number of times she accessed the visualization and the y-coordinate shows the number of original contributions made by this user. We can see that most points (22) are scattered around the diagonal, with 5 outliers. The correlation is rather high (0.66), which shows that those users that accessed the visualization more often made more original contributions or reverse.

The correlation between the number of visualization accesses (the default view) by each user and his/her number of total contributions was 0.41. The correlation between the total contributions of each user against the number of times s/he accessed the view by total contributions in the visualization was lower, 0.34.

The visualization did not provide specific views by number of comments or ratings. We computed the correlation between the number of visualization accesses (to the default view) of each user with the number of comments (0.46) and the number of ratings (0.44) given by that user. The correlation between the number of times the users accessed the status view and the number of their original contributions in the test condition was close to 0 (0.03), but the correlation between their accesses to the status view and their total contributions, comments and ratings was higher: 0.33 for total contributions; 0.36 for comments and 0.48 for ratings. The most likely explanation is that users who were interested to compare themselves with others in terms of status thought that the best way to increase their participation was by giving more ratings and comments rather than by contributing more papers or re-sharing.
papers from others. The relatively higher and similar correlations between the numbers of ratings and comments given by these users with both the number of their accesses to the general view and the number of access to the view by status is that they could not reach the view by status without passing through the default general view, so they accessed both of the views each time.

As Fig. 8 shows, as the number of contributions increased after introducing the visualization, their quality deteriorated. Several users found ways to game the system and exaggerate their nodes in order to gain higher status and visibility. For example, two users immediately downloaded a lot of articles from others and re-shared the copies, most likely without ever reading them. These two users shared 570 and 559 articles in total, of which respectively 542 and 531 were shared after the visualization was introduced. Only 16 and 41 of these respectively were original contributions; the rest were files downloaded from others.

**Qualitative Results.**

The questionnaire was designed ad-hoc and was not based on any existing tool for evaluation of user experience. The reason for this ad-hoc design was that we were not aiming to carry out a formal evaluation of the design, which would have been very hard if not impossible. Our goal was more explorative and formative as we wanted to learn about the users’ experience and motivation with the visualization. For example, to check if social comparison was taking place, one of the questions in the questionnaire asked if the user remembered the username of the person who shared
most articles. With some small variance in the ordering all of the respondents correctly gave the user names of the top 5 contributors.

We tested the questions with a pilot group of graduate students, as well as with some undergraduate students (not members of the class) before we finalized it. There were several types of questions, explained to the users in the beginning of the questionnaire. For some questions the respondents could select the answer directly from a list of answers provided below the question. For some questions they had to rank the answers by putting numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. in the box provided for each answer, where 1 was the strongest rank. For other questions they had to select a number between -2 and +2, where negative numbers were used for a poor evaluation or “disagree”, positive numbers for a good evaluation or “agree”, and zero meant “neutral”, “don’t know” or “don’t care”. The questionnaire was offered online through the course website in for a period of two weeks between the end of classes and the final exam.

The questions regarding the visualization together with the results (what percentage of the 32 students chose each answer) are listed below:

The first two questions aimed to find out if the chosen way of visualizing user contributions triggered social comparison and resulting participation actions to improve the user status in the community. Since the questions asked for the user’s perception and possible actions, rather than what the user did in reality (which could be checked from the database where all user actions were recorded), they were phrased conditionally:

1. What would your reaction be if you saw yourself as one of the smallest nodes in the visualization?
   a. Take immediate action: share more links to make your node larger. (35%)
   b. Think of sharing more links, but later. (19%)
   c. Feel unhappy, but do nothing. (9%)
   d. Feel that the system is unfair, so it doesn't make sense to contribute. (9%)
   e. Do not care, so will do nothing. (16%)
   f. Other, please specify: (10%)

In the optional comments given for this question, the students tended towards options a. and d.– i.e. contribute more papers, try to game the system or expressed concerns about the quality of the shared articles and the ease with which the system could be gained, as they noticed that not all the users with bigger nodes were making useful contributions. Examples of these comments are listed below (original spelling preserved): “Create the 1000 pound gorilla tactic”, “I would feel that some users are "bloating" their ratings by sharing a lot of poor-quality papers, and would try and find more high-quality papers myself”, “I would still try to upload good quality links irregardless of quantity”, “again, it may affect my final mark”, “The quality of a large number of links tend to bad, in particular from those that have shared a large number of articles. It’s very discouraging”.

2. If you saw yourself as one of the largest nodes in general, what would you do?
   a. Feel proud of your status and try to contribute even more. (41%)
b. Feel proud, but at the same time, in some sense 'exploited'. The others are not bringing in so much, so you will stop or decrease your contributions. (6%)
c. Feel worried, you may be raising the bar too high and others may hate you or you may be perceived as an 'overachiever' by the others. (6%)
d. Feel nothing, since it is not important to you. (19%)
e. Other, please specify: (25%)

The comments to option e. agreed with option a, but some added a disclaimer that this would be only the case if they contributed good-quality papers. Here are the comments (original spelling preserved): “Feel proud, but I would only contribute the links that I felt needed to be contributed. Other people's contribution would not matter.”, “Keep adding enough to stay at that level”, “the node brings pressure, if I do not contribute any more, my node will be smaller”, “It would probably depend on if I was trying to find quality articles and do a good job, which would make me feel good (and if I got good ratings I would)”, “It depends on the quality of the links I had contributed. If they were of high quality, then I would feel proud. If not, then I would feel underserv”, “Feel proud of my status but only contribute more if I have time”.

The answers to the first two questions indicate that the visualization stimulated or facilitated social comparison and competition among the students.

The next question aimed to check if the users preferred to compare themselves with others with respect to particular area of interest, as was the case in the previous study.

3. Would your response to the previous question be different depending on whether the current week is on a topic you are more interested in?
   a. Yes (55%)
   b. No (32%)
   c. I don’t know. (13%)

The fact that half of the users responded positively means that the users did want to compare with others depending on the area of interest, which confirms the findings from the previous case study. However, due to our design, they had to make one extra click to select the view. From the quantitative data we found that in reality less than 50% of the respondents selected a particular topic as a viewing criterion and most of them did this infrequently. The next question aimed at finding what the user perception was of the frequency of their customizing the visualization and using the different views provided.

4. How often did you use the following visualization options?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Seldom</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who is currently logged on.</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General view.</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View for a given topic.</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View by original contributions.</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The answers to this question show that most users correctly estimated their dominant use of the default view for topic (General view). However, half of the users (16) erroneously believed that they often viewed the participation by total contribution. In reality, only 13 users ever accessed the view by total contribution and only 5 of these accessed it more than 10 times over the four weeks. Equally high number of users (14, or 45%) believed that they have used frequently the views of original contributions, by status and by different topics. In reality, the view by original contributions was used most frequently (at any access to the visualization, since it was the default view) by all users. These 14 users did access the views by status and for given topics, but not that frequently. Ten of them accessed the view by status less than 10 times, 1 accessed it 14 times, and only 3 users accessed this view more than 20 times.

The purpose of the next question was to check if the visualization provided information about the other members of the community that the users were interested in. The first three answer options of the question provide additional indication about the degree to which the users were comparing themselves with the others.

5. What would you like to know about other users?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who is online</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>who is online</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how much others contributed</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are you a freeloader or an contributor</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who downloaded from you</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who you downloaded from</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who gave similar ratings as you</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the ratings or summaries of others</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To sum up, about 76% of the subjects wanted to know how much others contributed and 54% were interested in knowing if others see them as freeloaders or as active contributors. Many users (73%) were interested to know who downloads their papers, 64% were interested to know who gives similar ratings to their ratings and 61% wanted to be able to see the ratings and summaries of other users. The conclusion is that the majority of users were interested to know details about the contributions of others and to compare their own contributions to those of their peers.
Another interesting question was what information users were ready to reveal about themselves to others.

6. What would you like the other users to know about you?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>options</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Your status level (gold, silver, bronze)</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you are currently online</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many papers you contributed</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who downloads the papers you contributed</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who you download links from</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratings you give to papers downloaded from others</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your comments on the links you share</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about my activities should be kept private</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, users were less willing to divulge information about themselves than to learn about others. For example, while 73% of the users wanted to know who downloads papers from them, only 41% of users would like other users to know who downloaded papers from them.

The next question asked the users to evaluate different aspects of the system.

7. Please, rank the following features of Comtella on a 5-point scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a support tool for the class</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization attractiveness</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization intuitiveness</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization effect on your contribution level</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness in ranking your contribution</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems that the system was viewed positively as a support tool for the class by the majority of the students. Two students (6%) disliked the visualization and responded strongly negatively to all related questions. Fifty four (54%) of the respondents thought that the visualization had effect on their contribution level; 50% thought that the ranking of their contribution fair; 44% thought that the visualization was intuitive and 34% thought it was attractive.

Here is the list of all comments entered by the users about the visualization and the status (membership). The original spelling is preserved:

- Visualizations were nice.
- visualization is very intuitive and impressive.
- It motivates people to submit more links, but the links got worse and worse. Different criteria needs to be developed for membership level.
- I think it is very exciting to have. I wish that you could click on one of the circles to get information about all of that user's contributed articles and their comments. (Maybe this feature is already in Comtella but I didn't know about it!!) I also think that relationships could be shown in the visualization rather than in the search results list.
- More sort criteria
- It was kinda bland. By this I mean it wasn't too stimulating and it took alot of time to find the location to roll over the node. Double click also never worked.
- Visualization was not as attractive as the lecture from the beginning of the year where each node was in fact a star instead of a circle.
- The visualizations could be "prettied up" a little bit :).
- Number of logins should not count, but time online should.
- Membership status must be determined by original contribution and comments made by the users. Visualization is perfect - I think.
- I think the visualization is a good idea, and the membership levels are a fun way of making someone want to contribute.
- It's really annoying not to be able to sort by something because some people cheated the system.
- Like the membership levels but the determination of the level should be used to enhance the system and not encourage people to cheat the system. Had a hard time finding a good article for week 11 since there was so much junk.
- I think you should explicitly state how they are come up with. I realize that 100% is the great person for that area during last week, but what are the cut-off levels of percentages of people who are put in gold bronze and silver.
- I like the idea of the competition but the quality of information is also important. If there was a way to use the ratings for membership levels??
- membership level are unfair and inaccurate
- Membership levels need to be computer in a better way. I'm not exactly sure how but they are not completely accurate. Also, Comtella is ugly and needs some more "spunk". I didn't download the latest release so I wouldn't be tempted to fall into the role of a competitive article submitter. I would rather see quality articles then lots of articles.
- Membership levels did not motivate me at all.

DISCUSSION

The quantitative results showed a significant increase in the group participation when the group was in the test condition with respect to all of the participation metrics introduced. 77% of the number of total contributions, 60% of the number of original contributions, 80% of the comments and 87% of the ratings produced by the group of participants were made during the test condition, which lasted only 4 weeks (versus 6 weeks under the control condition). We observed peak values in participation by total contributions in the second week of the test condition which were 6 times higher than the maximum weekly contribution value reached under the control condition (see Fig. 5). The maximum group participation value reached for original contributions was nearly 2 times higher than the maximum weekly value reached during the control condition (see Fig. 6). Comparing the differences using Wilcoxon’s Signed-Rank in individual number of logins during the control and test conditions we also observed a significant effect of the introduction of the visualization. Logging into the system is also a measure of participation though we did not represent it the visualization.

On individual level, we found a strong correlation (0.66) between the number of visualization accesses by users and the number of their original contributions. A strong correlation can indicate that either the visualization stimulates users to engage in social comparison which will cause them to participate more. Alternatively, it can indicate that the users that participate more engage in social comparison and use the visualization as a tool for this purpose (see Figure 9).

![Fig.9: Relationships between Social Comparison, Participation and Visualization.](image)

While there doesn’t seem to be a causal relationship between visualization usage and participation, it seems likely that both of these variables are related through a hidden variable, the degree of social comparison in which users engage. If those users that accessed the visualization more often contributed more than those who didn’t access
the visualization, this is an indication that the visualization stimulates or facilitates social comparison which has been shown in other studies (Shepherd et al., 1996) to be positively related to participation. The stronger correlation between the number of accesses to the view showing the community participation by original contributions with the number of original contributions is an indication that by making certain that a particular view is seen often (for example, by making it a default), one can increase the participation of a particular type.

The answers to the user questionnaire showed that the respondents indeed used the visualization as a tool for social comparison. About 40% of the respondents of the first two questions agreed with the first answer option which indicated that the visualization was used for social comparison and its effect was increased participation. If we count the part of the respondents who chose option e. but in their comment indicated an agreement with the first option with a disclaimer regarding the quality of contributions, the majority of users acknowledged that the visualization would trigger their participation.

The gaming behaviour observed under the test condition also provides evidence that the users engaged in competition, which is a form of social comparison. However, it is not clear if the main motivator in this case was the visualization, the status (bronze, silver or gold membership, that the users earned with their participation), or the combination of both. From the comments given by the students in the questionnaire, it seems that the status was the main motivator for the competition and the gaming. However, without visualization the users would not have been aware of the status of their peers, and they may not have engaged in this competitive behaviour.

The gaming resulted in a high number of duplicates and low-quality resources, which made finding good resources very difficult. Quality control became a major problem after the visualization was introduced and this was reflected in the user comments in the questionnaire. In retrospect, it was an oversight in the visualization design that it did not emphasize the quality of shared resources. In this design the visualization did not encourage social comparison among users with respect to quality and this oversight was exploited by gamers. Since the only possible way to measure the quality of so many resources in a short time is through collaborative ratings, one important lesson for designers is that in addition to the four types of participation that we tried to encourage, another type of participation has to be encouraged - giving ratings.

One point that deserves special discussion is the declining participation in the 3rd and 4th week of the test condition. Such a decline may indicate that the effect of the visualization on user participation may be short-lived and not sustainable. There are five possible explanations:

1) The visualization had effect by chance. The users’ different inherent interests in the different topics, the nature and the “hotness” of the topics in the real world may be responsible for the increased contributions. For example, it can be argued that the topics 7 and 8, (“Computers and Work” and “Broader Social Issues”) were broader and it was easier to find for them relevant articles on the web. It can be argued that the increase in the contributions,
comments, and ratings may be caused by the subjects being more interested in topics discussed in the latter half of the term when the visualization was introduced. The decline in the last two topics was due to lower interest of the students in these topics.

2) The novelty effect is well known in the area of Human-Computer Interaction and may account for the initial interest in the students to use the system with the new interface, which died off as they got familiar with the visualization.

3) It is hard to control the “noise” in real world experiment. There are many factors that play a role in a real classroom. There is an increasing stress to finish the coursework in this and other classes towards the end of term. Most class projects in this and the other classes are due in the end of the term, including a large team-based class project for this class, which is worth 20% of the course grade. This limits the amount of time the students have to spend searching and contributing papers to Comtella.

4) Towards the end of the course the “score” had been settled already. Participants had been using the tool for a number of weeks and everyone knew which fellow students were the ‘high-achievers’. Social comparison was working, but it was not possible to join this ‘elite’ group with a week’s effort. Also, due to the gaming, the “elite” group did not appear attractive anymore.

5) The gaming of the system lead to too many contributions, a significant proportion of which were of poor quality. This lead to overload, frustration, and withdrawal of most of the users from the system.

We will argue that 1) and 2) are not the reasons for the decline in contributions, but instead, the combination of 3), 4) and 5) lead to the decline. If 1) and 2) were correct, they would invalidate our hypothesis that the visualization stimulates social comparison and participation, since according to 1) the effect observed was just coincidental – the topics discussed under the test condition just happened to be of greater interest for the students, and according to 2) the effect was due to the novelty of the interface, including the visualization, rather than to the visualization per se, so therefore can never be sustained.

Comparing the participation data from three offerings of the same class using different versions of Comtella can help to see if there is a pattern of high interest in topics 7 and 8 across different offerings and if there is a general pattern decline in participation towards the end of the class. According to the class instructor, who has taught the class for four years, the topics in the first half of the class, i.e. topics 2 to 6, especially topic 6 “Computer Crime and Security” are the typically the most interesting ones for students.

Fig. 10 shows the distribution of contributions by topic from three offerings of the class using Comtella, in 2004 (using the system described in this paper), in 2005 and 2006. Data from 2003 is available too but it cannot be used for comparison, since the students used personal web-sites to post links and this was not done on a weekly basis, but in accord: all but 2 students contributed all of their links for all topics in the
last 10 days before the final exam. One can see that there is no pattern showing many contributions for topics 7 and 8 in any of the other offerings. Explanation 1) is not consistent with the data, so it can be refuted.

One can also see that in all three offerings there is a declining pattern in the number of contributions for the topics discussed in the second half of the class, with slightly higher values for week 9, which is consistent with 3) and 4). If we exclude the topic 2 which is in the beginning of the class, when the students are still unfamiliar with the system and typically also share fewer resources than for any other topic, the contributions for the last topic in 2005 and 2006 are the lowest among the contributions for topics 3 to 9 in a given year’s offering. However, we observe an exception in the case of the 2004 offering: the number of contributions for the last topic is not only NOT the minimum of all contributions, but it is higher than the contributions of topics 3 and 4, which are, according to the class instructor among the most interesting and resource-rich topics. This is an indication that the visualization had a positive effect on the participation and mitigated a little bit the usual decline in contributions for the last topic.

Unfortunately, the design of our experiment did not allow studying the long-term effect of the visualization on the participation, so we cannot exclude completely the novelty effect explanation. To correct this, we designed differently the case studies with the next versions of social visualization. In 2005 we divided the group of users in two groups: one with the test condition and one with the control condition and swapped them after the 6th week (Vassileva & Sun, to appear). In 2006, we divided the group in two – a test and control group with the test group using the visualization

\[ \begin{array}{ccccccccccc}
  & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6+3 & 7 & 8 & 9 & 10 \\
\hline
2004 & 38 & 49 & 40 & 69 & 128 & 131 & 211 & 89 & 59 \\
2005 & 29 & 114 & 142 & 176 & 248 & 146 & 134 & 138 & 111 \\
2006 & 87 & 98 & 83 & 70 & 72 & 79 & 73 & 75 & 53 \\
\end{array} \]

\textbf{Fig. 10:} Original contributions for each topic given in three different offerings of the class, in 2004, 2005 and 2006.

The exception in 2006 was due to the fact that the system was introduced early in the week for topic 1 and the students were already familiar with the system when topic 2 was discussed.
consistently for all of the 10 topics (Webster & Vassileva, 2006). In neither case we observed novelty effect in the group with the test condition. This leads us to believe that there was no novelty effect in the case study of 2004 as well.

The most likely reason for the decline in participation is 5) - the gaming of the system which caused too many contributions and duplicates to flood the system and the resulting decline in quality. This made it hard for the users to find good articles, and their resulting disappointment was reflected in the negative comments in the post-experiment questionnaire. A similar phenomenon called “information overload” (Shenk 1997) has been observed in other online communities. It is typically a result of an influx of many new contributions with medium or low quality, which makes the users feel swamped by a mass of unwanted information. Jones and Rafaeli (1999) found that the users’ most common response to it is to reduce or end their participation in the community, both as contributors and as consumers. Social comparison in such an environment evolves into a senseless competition of out-smarting (gaming) the system, which is repulsive for most of the users. The majority of comments in given by the respondents of our questionnaire expressed exactly this frustration and repulsion. Therefore, we believe that the decrease in participation for the last two topics compared to the previous two topics is because of the information overload emerging in the system due to the gaming, aggravated by the general trend seen in Fig.10 for lower contributions towards the end of the class, as a result of external factors: coursework and possibly the lower interestingness of topic or availability of web-resources, i.e. a combination of 3) and 1). While the external factors cannot be eliminated, to ensure stable user participation in the online community, it is necessary to avoid the information overload by controlling the quantity of user contributions in the system, motivating users to contribute high-quality resources and inhibiting the inferior contributions.

The results of the study were somewhat ambiguous regarding the value of customization. The quantitative experimental results showed that that the different views in user-controlled customization tended to be not used, which in retrospect is not surprising, considering that it violated the “minimum user effort” principle in HCI (i.e. Human-Computer Interaction) design. On the other side, the comments of the users, as well as their answers to question 3 suggested that they enjoyed the idea that they can customize their views, and believed that they had used customization more than they did in reality. Also the relatively higher correlation between users’ access to the status view and the number of ratings and comments they gave indicates that the different views can stimulate different kind of participation. While Erickson’s (2003) first guideline for social visualization design states that user-customizable views are not needed, we will be careful generalizing from our experience. Our results do not say anything about how automatic customization of the view would have worked. For example, an adaptive customization that showed a view of the users sorted by different criterion depending on what category of participation the individual user is currently lagging behind in, may have been motivating and acceptable for users (though special effort would have to be made to avoid confusion in the user about what s/he is currently viewing).

The user feedback suggested that the visualization was neither intuitive nor very attractive. The star metaphor was barely recognizable in the second design. In fact, we
are not sure if the graphical representation had any advantage over presenting just a sorted list of contributions for each user or the same information in a tabular form. Future work is needed to compare the effect of visualization versus presenting the same information in a tabular form. Yet analyzing a table may have taken more time and effort and as a result may not have been used so often, which would have reduced the motivational effect. Nevertheless, it seems that to justify the effort of designing a social visualization the graphical language used, has to be richer in meaning, to convey more information and meet the expectations of the users.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

There are several general lessons learned from the two design studies presented in the paper. The experimental results and the user feedback received through the questionnaire in the second study clearly showed that the motivational visualization effectively encouraged social comparison and competition, which resulted in increased participation. The implications for system designers are that they can encourage user participation in desired activities by showing a representation of the contributions of the community members along these activities. Care needs to be exercised in the selection of what types of participation need to be encouraged, and how they will be measured and represented, considering that if the visualization encourages social comparison and competition, some users will try to game the system. We cannot recommend or advise against customization based on our experience; however, care needs to be exercised in the selection of the default view in a customizable visualization, since it will likely be the one used by most of the users for social comparison. The selection visualization metaphor and graphical language depends on the kind of community, the knowledge of the users, their general motivation for using the system and the available resources. Size is generally an intuitive representation of participation. Showing all users instead of just those on line was an important improvement. Finding a good way to show who is currently online is important in ensuring awareness of presence at the moment. However, in a purely asynchronous system like the one used in the second study, co-presence is not very relevant for the users. The system used in the first case study, which depended entirely on co-presence, along with other systems that allow chat or synchronous collaboration, will benefit more from visualizing co-presence. All of Erickson’s (2003) guidelines have proven quite useful for us.

Motivating social comparison in the quality of the contributions, comments, and ratings became an important future direction of research. The only way to ensure quality control on such a massive scale is through collaborative ratings. However, motivating users to submit ratings is a difficult task. Stimulating competition in the number of given ratings may be hard in a system where there primary form of contribution is resources, not ratings. Therefore, including special and immediate rewards for rating can help to stimulate users to give ratings. This direction of research has been taken in (Cheng and Vassileva, 2006).

To stimulate users to make high-quality contributions one has to encourage social comparison and competition in terms of quality. Developing an intuitive visualization
of both quality and quantity of contributions is an interesting area addressed by our research (Vassileva and Sun, to appear).

One should not forget that the ultimate purpose of the Comtella system (apart from being an experimental tool for testing motivational approaches for user participation) was to facilitate students in finding and reading fresh materials related to the topics of their studies or research. One student commented that she didn’t like the competition for bringing resources, since people cared more about finding resources than about reading them. It seems that reading articles found by others is also an important way of participation, even if it is “invisible” from the viewpoint of the community, since it does not contribute to enlarging the pool of shared resources. It is important to remember that the resources are only valuable for the community, if they are read by the community members. Otherwise, participation becomes a game with no higher, in this case educational, purpose. Therefore, we should try to find ways of encouraging people to participate even as a “silent audience”, if not as active contributors. One way to encourage such participation, as indicated by the students answers to the question if they want to know who reads the paper contributed by them is through fostering reciprocity in user relationships. Current research in our lab (Webster and Vassileva, 2006) investigates this problem.
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